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Abstract
The modern day internet faces a very famous problem called information overload. Where the
amount of information is huge and the need for personalized results to match ones preferences for
ease of access to other information like it. This is especially a problem in the e-commerce and
streaming industries where the amount of items available is massive and users need a way to surf
through results quickly and efficiently to find the exact items they are looking for and possibly
look at similar recommendations. Modern day recommendation engines use user-item data to find
items an active user may like based on other users with similar preferences and provide
recommendations. This paper looks at a model based approach, specifically collaborative filtering,
to providing accurate recommendations. The model will be made based on normal predictor,
singular vector decomposition, k-nearest neighbour, and slope one and the performance and
accuracy of the models will be compared against each other to see the comparison between them.

Keywords: Recommendation system, movies recommendation, explicit ratings, model-based
recommender, collaborative filtering
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Chapter 1
1.1

Background

Recommendation systems work on 2 types of filtering techniques. The first is called content-based
filtering. This relies heavily on information of the item being recommended and bases its search
results on items the user has liked in the past to generate results. This helps in avoiding the coldstart problem as it already knows the types of items liked by the user and doesn not need to rely
on rankng of items. But this restricts user to only the types of items liked by them and limits
recommendations outside of their liking and prevents discovering new products they might also
like.
The second is collaborative filtering which uses products or items liked by other users who have
liked products similar to the user in question. This develops a neighborhood of user who like
similar products to then recommend other products that the neighboring users have also like to
increase the range of items offered. Collaborative filtering is further divided into memory-based
and model-based techniques. Memory-based techniques use previously rated items from a user to
form neighborhoods and can be achieved by 1 of two methds, user-based and item-based. Userbased techniques find similarities between users to recommend items which helps in finding
similar items outside of the categories of items rated by the active user, while item-based
techniques finds similarities between a neighborhood of items. Model-based techniques use
previously rated items to form models using machine learning techniques to improve performance
of collaborative filtering. These models have the advantage of being re-usable for quicker results
and can be formed based on a variety of machine learning and data mining techniques such as
association rule, clustering, decision trees, regression, and bayesian classifiers.
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1.2

Problem Statement

By the start of 2020, the amount of data available on the internet was estimated to be 44 zettabytes
of data(Scientific, n.d.). With this huge of a database and more than 4.8 billion users on the internet,
accurate and relevant search and recommendation of products is an ever increasing need to keep
user engagement and bring the best results in accordance to the factors which are important to the
user. This can vary with demographics, psychographics, search habits, and other such variables.
This is especially relevant to large tech companies like Amazon, Netflix, Alibaba and other online
platforms which offer a wide variety of products to the audience. They need personalized results
to the individual user or more commonly called a recommendation system which filters and
displays other products that the user may be interested in to increase basket ratio in the case of
Amazon and Alibaba or increase viewing times in the case of Netflix.

1.3

Project Goals

The goal of this project is to use rated data to see what business insights can be generated from it
and build a recommendation engine using a model based approach of collaborative filtering by
trying to predict the rating a user will give to un-rated items and comparing how different machine
learning models fare against each other.

1.4

Methodology

To achieve the goal of building a recommendation system, the preferred approach used here will
be the collaborative filtering approach seeing as it is one of the most successful and widely used
techniques in the market today. The CRISP-DM methodology developed for a standard process of
data mining will be followed which consists of the following steps: business understanding, data
understanding, data preparation, modelling, evaluation, and deployment.
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Figure 1 CRISP-DM (Sridharan, 2018)

Step 1: Business Understanding
More and more movies and TV-Shows are released on different platforms frequently especially
since the COVID-19 pandemic. This leads to a high number of items (movies) available on a
platform which a lot of the times leads to confusion for user browsing the platform. With a wide
variety of genres and movies available, picking out what you might like, which movies are
enjoyable and which aren’t becomes an imposible task. A recommendation system will be able to
provide them recommendations of available movies based on their ratings on other movies to have
a higher chance of more movies correctly recommended and watched, as well as decreased time
searching for movies.
Step 2: Data Understanding
In this phase, we will be surfing through the data to retrieve valuable insight to what the data is
trying to tell us. The table “movies” contains 85,855 rows which all contain unique movies which
contains 22 columns which give a few details about the movies like title, year, language, duration,
rating etc. The second table, “ratings” gives us details about the ratings of the movie in question.
It contains the same number of rows and displays some key rating information about a movie like
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number of votes received, number of US voters and non-US voters, etc. Combining the use of both
these datasets will give us some deep insights into the movies which we will begin to see when we
start exploring the data.
It’s clear that we have a lot of descriptive data which is key to receiving some insights on the
movies and their attributes, but as for prediction, we will simply be using the average weighted
rating of the movie which is the rating provided by IMDb’s rating algorithm displayed on their
website.
This dataset is the courtesy of Stefano Leone who scrapped the publically available website
https://www.imdb.com for all movies containing more than 100 votes as of 01/01/2020.
Step 3: Data Preparation
The data needs to be transformed in the format which is accepted by the surprise library which is
a sci-kit based library used for building recommendation systems. Once formatted properly, the
data is then split into 2 sets. Set A is used for running grid search where we give a range of
parameters to tune the model, and the search returns to us the best parameters to use out of those
we have specified.
Set B was used to get un-biased results using the tuned model. The reason behind this split is
because once you run grid search on a certain dataset, the model starts to become more biased
towards the data used and may return different results on new data. The split between set A and
set B is to cater for this biasness.
Step 4: Modeling
In this phase an appropriate machine learning model will be selected for producing accurate
recommendations. The first step in this phase we’ll start with parameter tuning using grid search
which runs all possible iterations of different parameters given and returns those which give the
best results in terms of the accuracy measure you have defined which in our case is RMSE. This
is a method used in the SVD and KNN models. Normal Predictor and Slope One do not have
multiple parameters to tune.
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Step 5: Evaluation
Once the model is trained and prediction results are generated, the model needs to be evaluated by
measuring the accuracy of predictions. The measure used for all of our models is RMSE.

1.5

Limitations of the Study

This study does not look at the workings of the models themselves on how they are generating
predictions and recommending items. We only consider looking at a user-based collaborative
filtering approach using the 4 mentioned algorithms and study the comparison of each model.
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Chapter 2 – Literature Review
The topic of recommendation engines is a very hot topic in e-commerce, social media, and video
streaming worlds which makes the most use of these engines to derive product/item
recommendations. The different methods deployed and the accuracy and measure of results is
discussed extensively among the relevant community.
Shambour & Lu (2015) discussed a recommender system which unifies user and item
information for business to business applications. They argue that cobalorative filtering
recommendation engies while quite effective, lack in performance and accurate
recommendations when users and items have few ratings. They proposed a hybrid user-item trust
based (HUIT) approach which fuses the implicit trust information of user and item information.
(Shambour, 2015)
Modarresi (2016) states that while using traditional collaborative filtering techniques, the
conversion rate and click through rate which are metrics to determine accuracy of a model have a
rate of nearly 10% which means that 90% of the recommendations are noise. He proposed a
complete personalization method by combining similarity-based targeting, baseline approach and
latent factor models and tested it on 2 different datasets to eventually produce an improvement in
accuracy using RMSE by 16.4% in the first dataset and 12.8% in the second. (Modarresi, 2016)
Kumar & Fan (2015) addressed the data sparcity and scalability challenges of traditional
collaborative filtering techniques. They proposed a hybrid user-item based filtering approach.
Case Based Reasoning coupled with average filling was used to address the data sparcity
problem and Self-Organizing Maps optimized with Genetic Algorithm targets the scalability
12

issue. They produced encouraging results with better prediction sensitivity and prediction
quality. (Kumar, 2015)
Gong et al. (2009) proposed a simple item-based collaborative filtering recommendation engine
using Self-Organizing Maps to solve the scalability problem and make more accurate
recommendations. It employs SOM to form nearest neighbors of the target items and make
predictions using item-based collaborative filtering techniques. (Gong, 2009)
Cakir et al. (2012) took an approach to website personalization using a recommendation engine
modelled on association rules technique with rules being generated by the Apriori algorithm.
They evaluated their success by basket ratio and showed that the ratio changes during the 3
weeks of testing with results showing best for week 2. (Cakir, 2012)
Sarwar et al. (2002) worked on the performance issues faced by collaborative filtering systems
which use the k-nearest neighbor method by scaling up the neighborhood formation process by
use of clustering. The idea was to partition the users of the filtering system using their own
clustering algorithm. Those partitions will then be used as neighborhoods for the active user and
prediction will be estimated based on collaborative filtering. (Sarwar, 2002)
Lee et al (2005) looked at a way to make recommendations without using ratings of users or
items as is done traditionally. Rather they looked at market basket data which consists of ones
and zeros with ones representing purchases and zeros representing non-purchases and used
logistic regression to make predictions. This eliminates the need for recommendations based on
rating and directly uses data of items purchased eliminating the data sparcity problem. (Lee,
2005)
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Ji et al. (2003) take a more inferential approach to making a recommendation system. Using
baysian networks, they build a user model learning from customer shopping history. Their
architecture for the system goes through a knowledge inference process and used the knowledge
representation architecture thus formed on the user shopping model based on baysian networks.
(Ji, 2003)
Mild & Reutterer (2003) worked on an improved CF approach for predicting cross-category
purchases using binary market basket data. They identify sustainability and limitations of
unconventional CF approaches on binary market basket data and proposed an extension to this
approach for increased precision in accurate recommendations using hit rate as the metric for
measure. Hit rate is measured as the fraction of number of recommendations that were predicted
correctly and then actually purchased. (Mild, 2003)
Hwang (2018) sought to improve accuracy of CF approach by means of effective variable
selection. Two new selection processes were proposed, one using pearson correlation named
VS1 and another using forward random forests regression-based approach named VS2. VS2, in
terms of binary misclassification error outperformed previous models and VS1 improved the
item CF and the user CF. (Hwang, 2020)
The approach taken in this paper is not to dive deep into the models themselves but to give a
higher level view of some of the most popular models for recommendation systems and asses
which of these give better accuracy out-of-the-box for low time and resource investment and
high output cases. This can be particulary useful for startups or for teams with lower level of
expertise in the area who are looking to build a recommendation system with quick market entry
and reliable predictions.
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To summarize the given research, we can easily conclude that traditional CF approach is no
longer as efficient as businesses need it to be to make relevant recommendations. More hybrid
approaches are needed to solve issues related to the limitations of CF such as the cold start
problem, data sparcity issues, prediction sensitivity, low click-through rate, scalability problems,
etc. With increasing number of users, we need to be able to narrow down recommendations not
just in terms of similar users/items, but also in terms of demographics, psychographics and
content. Research is not limited to a set of fixed algorithms to be used like the SVD algorithm
Simon Funk used which won the Netflix prize, but a variety of different techniques and
algorithms are still relevant so there is no one size fits all methodology. However, research
suggests that people are moving away from merely increasing the accuracy of their models and
focusing on more result oriented outcomes such as click-through rate, hit rate, and market basket
ratio which are metrics to determine the users purchase/view of the item recommended.
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Chapter 3- Project Description
3.1

Data Introduction and Collection

The two basic types of data that can be used to build recommendation engies are implicit data
which contain information such as click-through, browsing patterns and time spent on a
page(ML Algos for building RecSys), and explicit data which mostly refers to rating given by a
user. Explicit ratings are a great indication of user interest in a product as it means that a user has
taken the time out, even if a few seconds, to give feedback on the product. We get an exact
indication of how much a user liked a product on a quantifiable scale. However, the limitation of
explicit ratings is that not all user take the time out to give a rating and usually this causes a
sparcity problem when trying to compute a similarity matrix between different users or items.
Implicit ratings however are a more qualitative measure of user interest. By taking into account
the click-through rate, time spent on a webpage, we have a much larger amount of data to work
with leaving out personal biases. This assumes however that a user is acting rationally and is
continuously engaged with the website which can lead to an even more difficult problem of
detecting outliers since they can vary randomly with no set pattern.
The dataset chosen is available on the IMDb website and is divided into 2 tables, “movies”
containing all relevant information regarding the movie and “rating” containing details of the
ratings provided to movies by users. The movies data contains a wide variety of information on
the movies stored on their database like descriptions, title, ratings, running times among many
others. The ratings are a score from 0 – 10 which are provided anonymously by users with 0
being a bad recommendation and 10 being the best. IMDb does not mention how the ratings are
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calculated to reduce bias in their rating system and so we won’t be getting into details of the
calculation of ratings.

3.2 Dataset Information
We have 2 different tables which we will be using further for this analysis phase. The “movies”
table and the “ratings” table. “movies” mostly contains categorical variables which give
descriptions of the movies which will be heavily used to understand the different relationships
between movies. It also contains an attribute “avg_vote” which is the rating number calculated
by the rating algorithm of IMDb.
Neither of these tables contain duplicated values and those attributes which had more than 8% of
their entries as null where removed from the analysis. Figure 1 shows the dimensions, total
missing values and percentage of null values of the movies table.

Figure 2 Dataframe Summary
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We will be using the imdb_title_id column as the primary key between the two tables in order to
get the right movie and rating information for a given movie. Attribute like
original_title,director, writer, actors, metascore, reviews_from_critics, and reviews_from_users
aren’t relevant to our analysis and hence will be dropped.
The dataset is quite clean and doesn’t contain any redundant entries as it’s continually updated
by IMDb so we can be at ease concerning the quality and timeliness of the data.

3.3

Data Dictionary

Table 1 shows us all the attributes in the movies column and their descriptions.
Table 1 Movies Dictionary
Column Name
Imdb_title_id
title
original_title
year
date_published
genre
duration
country
language
director
writer
production_company
actors
description
avg_vote
votes
budget
usa_gross_income
worlwide_gross_income
metascore

Description
Unique identifier of the title of the movie
Descriptive title of the movie
The original title of the movie
Year of release
Date published
Genre
Time duration of the movie in minutes
Countries the movie was shot in
Main language spoken in the movie
Director of the movie
Screen play writer
Production company
List of all actors involved
Brief description of the movie
Average weighted rating
Number of votes
Total budget
Gross income generated by the movie in the
United States
Gross income generated worldwide not including
US
Meta score
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reviews_from_users
reviews_from_critics

Number of written reviews by users
Number of written reviews by critics

Table 2 is the data dictionary for the ratings table.

Table 2 Ratings Dictionary
Column Names
Imdb_title_id
weighted_average_vote
total_votes
mean_vote
median_vote
us_voters_rating
us_voters_votes
non_us_voters_rating
non_us_voters_votes

Description
Unique identifier of the title of the movie
IMDbs calculation of their weighted average vote
Total votes received
Mean of votes
Median of votes
Rating received by US voters
Number of votes received by US voters
Rating received by non-US voters
Number of votes received by non-US voters
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Chapter 4- Project Analysis
4.1

Most Popular Genres

The dataset contains a field for the genres related to the specified movie.

Figure 3 Wordcloud

The wordcloud represents a high level overview of the different genres present and a rough idea
of how frequent a genre really appeared. The IMDb logo was used as a mask to obtain a wordcloud
wrapped in the shape of the logo itself.
Although we get a good look at the different genres present, it does not give us a quantitative
measure of the popularity of the different genres. This can be represented by the tree graph below.
Comedy, Drama, and Romance seem to be the top 3 genres associated with the movies available
on IMDb with drama taking the reigns.
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Figure 4 Popular Genres

4.2

Running Times for Each Genre

It would be interesting to see what the running times of these genres look like.
The below figure represents the average running times of each genre. It looks like History and
Biograpgy have the longest running times while Drama, our top result for the popularity of genres
in the figure before, comes 7th in this list.
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Figure 5 Average Duration Times per Genre

So it seems like the popularity of genres does not directly correlate with the running times of
movies. In fact, History, Biography, and Musical which have the longest running times are the
least popular genres we see in the IMDb dataset. And those with the east running times,
Documentary, Animation, Film-Noir, and News are also not as popular as other genres.
A fair conclusion can be made that popular genres are at neither extremes of running times, but
somewhere in between the extremes. Anywhere between 90 to 110 mins on average is the range
where most popular genres seem to place themselves.
A question arises here as to which genres were rated the most and what was their average rating.
This can give some insight to how well liked these movies were.
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4.3

Find the Distribution of Ratings per Genre

Figure 6 Number of Votes and Distribution of Ratings per Genre
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We see some interesting things here. It makes sense for Drama, Action, and Comedy to be some
of the most frequently rated genre as they are some of the most widely available ones too. But we
can see that although they differ wildly in the number of times they were voted, the distribution of
the actual ratings are nearly identical and not as varied.
The most variation we see is for the last few which are Reality-TV, Documentary, Adult, and
News. This insight would make sense since they also have the least number of rating and therefore
greater variation can occur here.

4.4

Percentage of Ratings Available

Figure 7 Percentage of Ratings Given
The highest percentage of ratings given were between 6 to 7. This shows that the number of movies
listed on the IMDb platform are generally enjoyable. Extremely good ratings tend to be rare and
similarly, extremely bad movies tend to be rare as well. Most are rated between 4 to 7 on the IMDb
rating scale.
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4.5

Number of Movies Released Throughout the Years

Figure 8 Number of Movies Released
There seems to be a steep increase in the number of moviews released every year since 1894. We
see the sharp decrease in 2020 only because the data for 2020 is incomplete.

4.6

Mean Vote vs Weighted Average Vote

Now although the number of movies released have been steadily increasing, there is a question as
to their quality. Are these movies all liked by the public?
We can get a good idea of this by looking at the ratings of movies per year. But here we face a
conundrum. We have two choices of ratings, the mean_vote column which gives us a simple
arithmatic mean of the voting results and weighted_average_vote which are the ratings displayed
by IMDB on their website. IMDB uses their own algorithm to determine the weights to add which
they don't disclose to prevent tampering with the ratings.
Let's first see how these 2 different methods of rating compare against each other.
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Figure 9 Correlation of Weighted Average Vote and Mean Vote
It is quite evident from the scatter plot that movies which are given a high rating using the weighted
rating can sometimes be given a low rating using the mean rating. Thus we can conclude that
mean_vote is not an accurate measure for rating and we will use weighted average vote instead.
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4.7

Distribution of Movie Ratings in a Given Year

Figure 10 Distribution of Ratings Given to Movies Throughout the Years
We observe that the late 1800's and early 1900's show a much higher fluctuation of the mean rating
of movies in those years. This is understandably because we have much fewer votes given to
movies in the early years and therefore the mean won't be as stable. Comparing the distribution
seen in the latest years we can see that there is lower fluctuation of the mean but higher extremes
of lower and higher end ratings.
But if we were to look closely, we can observe the mean ratings getting ever so slightly lower
through time. Nowadays everyone is a sel-proclaimed "Critic" and have set higher standards of
entertainment and result in giving lower ratings than one may give.
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4.8

Duration vs Average Rating

Does the duration of the film have anything to do with the rating given to it? The figure below
gives us a scatter plot of the Duration of the film vs the Average Rating given to it. We observe
that there are a few outliers on the upper left side of the plot where you have some viewers who
rated very long lasting films and have been rated highly. But there is a clear cut off at the 200
minutes mark where most of our points lie before it.
There doesn't seem to be any clear correlation here.

Figure 11 Correlation Between Duration of a Movie and Average Rating Given

4.9

Model Data Selection

There is a limitation of this dataset where we are given rating information of an item (movie) but
not of users so we do not have information regarding the different ratings given to items by
different users. Therefore we will be using another dataset from the MovieLens website which
contains non-commercial, personalized movie recommendations provided by grouplens. The data
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contains 20 million records and 4 attributes; User ID,Movie ID, Rating, Timestamp as shown in
the dictionary below.
Table 3 Data Dictionary of Data used for Modelling
Column Name
userId
movieId
rating
timestamp

Description
Unique identiity of user
Unique identity of movie
Rating given to movie
Timestamp of given rating by user

4.10 Data Preprocessing
To build the recommendation system, we will be using the scikit-surprise library which is made to
take in explicit user rating data and build recommendation models using it. For lack of
computational resources, only 1million rows were taken for modelling.
The dataset will be split into 2 sets, set A and set B. Set A will contain 90% of the data and set B
will contain 10%. The purpose of this split is for parameter tuning using grid search which runs
through multiple sets of parameters and gives us those parameters which yield the best results in
terms of a specified accurary measure which in our case will be rmse. We are also able to define
the number of folds in case we want to validate using cross-fold validation for which we will be
using 5 as the number of folds to use for each model.
The rmse (Root Mean Square Error) is an accuracy measure whish measures the standard deviation
between predicted and observed values and is one of the most widely used accuracy measures.
Grid search is only applicable for SVD and KNN models as Normal Predictor and Slope One
models don’t have any other parameters. Once grid search is completed for SVD and KNN, an
instance of the results are taken and set A is used to train the model and an accuracy is computed.
This accuracy is has a very favourable value mostly because it is biased to set A as parameter
tuning as well as training is done on the same set. This is where set B is used to test the model and
compute an un-biased accuracy which is less favorable than the accuracy value of set A but it is
un-biased.
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4.11 Normal Predictor
This is a very basic algorithm which predicts a random rating of an item based on the distribution
of the dataset which is assumed to be normal. This is taken as a baseline of sorts so we can see the
accuracy we get from a very basic algorithm and how more commonly used and comlpicated
algorithms fare in comparison.
The results we get from this are shown in the below table. Since grid search is not applicable here,
therefore we won’t be splitting into sets A and B as we will run a K Fold Cross Validation method.
Table 4 Normal Predictor Results
RMSE
MAE
Fit Time
Test Time

Fold 1
1.4594
1.1638
1.23
1.94

Fold 2
1.4579
1.1623
1.47
1.73

Fold 3
1.4628
1.1656
1.55
2.17

Fold 4
1.4560
1.1612
1.58
2.03

Fold 5
1.4610
1.1655
1.47
2.00

Mean
1.4594
1.1637
1.46
1.97

Std
0.0024
0.0017
0.12
0.14

Time taken: 00:00:26
This is quite a simple model which doesn’t take much time to run but the rmse recieved is not
ideal.

4.12 Singular Vector Decomposition
Popularized by Simon Funk during the NETFLIX prize, SVD comes under the Matrix
Factorization family of algorithms. This is considered quite a complex algorithm with many
different parameters to tune it. Parameter tuning is applicable here so we will use 2 seperate sets
of data. One for parameter tuning and another for unbiased accuracy measure as stated previously.
For sake of simplicity and computational resources, we will only tune the number of epochs (22)
and learning rate (0.01) parameters and use the RMSE accuracy measure.
Table 5 Singuar Vector Decomposition Results
Biased Accuracy on Set A
Un-biased Accuracy on B

0.4637
0.9635

Time taken: 00:06:09
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4.13 K-Nearest Neighbors
This comes under the Clustering family of algorithms where it finds the nearest neighbours to a
user using a specified similarity metric such as Cosine similarity, Mean Squared Difference, and
Pearson correlation to name some of the more well known ones. In our case, we will be using the
cosine similarity metric. This algorithm is a supervised machine learning algorithm that relies on
labelled data and can be used both for classification as well as regression problems with our
problem being of regression in nature.
KNN assumes that similar things exist in close proximity to each other meaning that similar
datapoints will be near to each other and when graphed out, can represent what it calls a
neighborhood. It uses a similarity metric like those previously described to determine the
neighboring points. A neighborhood can be defined by the maximum number of points which are
closest to each other or, by taking a single point, using it as the center of the neighborhood and
taking the k nearest neighbors to it.
Parameter tuning is applicable here as well so specific parameter we will look at are 'k' (the number
of neighbours), 'Similarity Metric' (we are going with cosine only), 'User or Item Based' (we will
go with user based), 'Minimum Support' (this is the minimum number of neighbours a user must
have to be included in the algorithm)
The trouble we have here is that since the matrices computed here are so large, my laptop runs out
of memory and so we can only do a limited number of experiments. We will only be experimenting
with 3 different values of 'k'.

Table 6 K-Nearest Neighbour Results
Biased Accuracy on Set A
Un-biased Accuracy on B

0.7477
1.0436

Time taken: 01:47:24
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4.14 Slope One
Slope One is another simple but effective algorithm. To explain simply, it takes a commonly rated
item between a pair of users (lets call them A and B) and calculates a difference in rating between
them. It then computes a predicted rating for an item for B for which the user A has already given
a rating.

Figure 12 Slope One Algorithm Illustration (Mao, 2013)
By taking figure 12 as an example, if user a gave ‘a’ rating of 1 to item i and 1.5 to item j and
user ‘b’ gave a rating of 2 to item i, then in order to predict the rating for item j, the rating for
item i for user ‘b’ is added to the difference between the ratings for item i and j for user ‘a’. It is
a very simple model with no extra parameters but it rivals some of the more complex models in
terms of it’s accuracy and computational time taken.

Table 7 Slope One Results
RMSE
MAE
Fit Time
Test Time

Fold 1
0.8910
0.6789
37.19
66.51

Fold 2
0.8917
0.6788
38.88
66.54

Fold 3
0.8915
0.6796
38.15
67.12

Fold 4
0.8933
0.6803
38.70
66.45

Fold 5
1.5104
0.6774
38.63
66.14

Mean
0.8914
0.6790
38.11
66.55

Std
0.0012
0.0010
0.64
0.32

Time taken: 00:08:53
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4.15 Model Comparison
While considering the un-biased accuracy in SVD and KNN as the values for comparison, we find
that our best accuracy was received by the Slope One algorithm with SVD coming in second. KNN
gives us the 3rd best measure of RMSE but the computational time needed for it far exceeds the
returns we are receiving and in a way, is our worst model.

Table 8 Model Comparison Matrix
Normal
Predictor
Biased Accuracy on Set A
Un-biased Accuracy on Set B
Average RMSE
Time Taken

1.4594
00:00:26

SVD

KNN

0.4637
0.9635

0.7477
1.0436

00:06:09

01:47:24

Slope One

0.8914
00:08:53

In terms of computation time, Normal Predictor scored the fastest and SVD came in second. But
since Normal Predictor has the worst RMSE, it won’t be a suitable choice. With SVD giving the
second best RMSE as well as second best computational time, it makes it a very fair choice
compared to the rest along with Slope One.
Normal Predictor and Slope One used k-fold cross validation instead of grid search as both did
not have multiple parameters to tune and so the fields for results of “Biased Accuracy on Set A”
and “Un-biased Accuracy on Set B” is left blank for both. Similarly, grid search was applicable
for SVD and KNN, therefore the results returned were simply the RMSE values of set A and B
instead of a single average RMSE value like Normal Predictor and Slope One.
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Chapter 5 - Conclusion
5.1

Conclusion

This study has gone through detailed analysis of the rated movies in the IMDb movies database.
A movie is more likely to receive better ratings when if the genre f the movie is one of the top 3
genres such as drama, comedy and romance. The distribution of ratings has been steadily varying
increasingly with time but not at the same rate that movies are being added which is exponential
in nature. Ratings generally aren’t effected much by the duration of the movie seeing as extremely
long movies, although only a few, have received fairly high number of ratings. The models were
seen to have had varying results in accuracy of predictions. It seems that it isn’t entirely necessary
that the complexity of the model determines the best choice of model. KNN has given us the 2nd
worst RMSE value as well as the highest computational time, nearly 12 times slower than the
model closest to it. Slope One although being a very simple model gave us the best accuracy and
the 2nd least time in computation. SVD and Slope Once are both very close in terms of accuracy
and computational time. It could be argued that Slope One could be a better choice given the
simplicity of the model in comparison to SVD.

5.2

Recommendations

The limitations to this study were the choices in dataset where we were using one dataset for
analysis and a second for modelling of recommendation models. Another is that the data used for
modelling used only explicitly rated data and models were compared using simply RMSE when
there are several other measures of determining a good recommendation besides accurate
prediction of item ratings such as click-through rate, basket ratio, hit rate, etc. Further works will
include a similar implementation of these models using both explicit and implicit data to see if
models improve with a hybrid of the two or if one is more valuable than the other.
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